
TECHNICAL DETAILS:
Target group: students from Germany and the U.S.

Arrival and departure: You arrive to Bad Bevensen
and depart from Berlin

Seminar language: English

Accommodation: double rooms in Bad Bevensen,
triple rooms in Berlin

Participation certificates: will be provided in Eng-
lish with details on program and sponsors

FEES AND REGISTRATION
Participation Fee DZ/VP (for participants from
Germany)

250 €

All fees refer to program, full board - of course also
vegetarian - and accommodation in a double room with
shower / WC.
About our terms and conditions, please inform yourself
on our website: www.gsi-bevensen.de
Registration please in writing, by fax, e-mail or via our
website with name (s), address, tel./ fax / e-mail as
well as date and title of the seminar.

COOPERATION WITH:

Office of Multicultural Affairs,
West Chester University, PA,
U.S.A.

Arab American Development
Corporation

 

HERE’S HOW TO FIND US
Bad Bevensen is to be found on the B4 between
Lüneburg and Uelzen and is a train stop on the line
between Hamburg and Hannover. Our conference house
is to be found in the district of Medingen directly in
front of the convent on the banks of the River Ilmenau.
It is20 minutes’ walk away from the train station.
One can go via taxi by ringing +49 (0) 5821 3012 or +49
(0) 5821 3012 1010.

Gustav Stresemann Institut in Niedersachsen e.V.
Europäisches Bildungs- und Tagungshaus Bad
Bevensen
Klosterweg 4 | 29549 Bad Bevensen
Tel.: +49 (0) 58 21 9 55-0
info@gsi-bevensen.de | www.gsi-bevensen.org

Quality certified according to LQW
| Member of Niedersächsischer
Landesverband der
Heimvolkshochschulen e.V.

 

 

 

“CHOOSING HOPE OVER
FEAR.”

Democracy and diversity in the U.S. and
Germany

01.08.2019-14.08.2019



“CHOOSING HOPE OVER FEAR.”
DEMOCRACY AND DIVERSITY IN THE U.S. AND
GERMANY

BACKGROUND:
“We choose hope over fear”, Barack Obama once
stated, “and we see the future as something we can
shape for the better.” What does this mean considering
the recent surge of populist movements and ideas in
the U.S. and Germany? Many of the newly elected
leaders raise doubts about the democratic process and
reassert questions about national identity and main-
stream culture. To what extent to these ideas – some
might even refer to them as ideologies – challenge the
concept of a truly diverse societies? Is this the world we
have been hoping for? What can we do to change it?
This project brings American and German students to-
gether to think about these burning issues, find new
solutions, and get involved.

AIMS AND GUIDING TOPICS:
1. The history of immigration:
Both countries faced a great influx of immigrants. Why
did people come to our countries and from where? And
how is immigration discussed now? We will share our
family biographies and learn how large-scale events
influenced them. We will compare our historic
narratives and see to what extent immigrants
contributed to them.

2. The challenges of democracy:
Who feels represented and who feels left behind? Who
speaks for the “silent majority”? Whose voice is not
heard? We will look at how democracy works in the U.S.
and Germany. We will speak to politicians. In a simulati-
on game, we will develop our own vision of what demo-
cracy should be like.

3. Dialogue and diversity:
How do we handle diversity in our countries? How can
we counter discrimination and exclusion? In practical
exercises we will learn how to establish true dialogue in
our environment. In field visits to NGOs and youth pro-
jects we will learn how to have an impact on current
events.

4. Coherence and integration:
What can “we” as individuals and in groups do to
shape the future for the better? Which are the next
steps to create change? In the last step, we will use the
seminar experience to develop follow-up activities that
can be realized in our home communities and coun-
tries.

PART I: PROGRAM IN BAD BEVENSEN
Stories we were told. Inside and outside views on
our countries (a first approach on intercultural lear-
ning with a specific focus on fears and prejudices)

Where things are falling apart. Reports from the
dark chapters of our societies.

Handling diversity in times of migration: field visits
to NGOs dealing with current conflicts & integration
(dock Europe, “Lampedusa in Hamburg”; visit to
the open Mosque).

Identity and radicalization: Democratic values and
the prevention of political and religious radicalism
Generation mix: Super-diversity in the era of immig-
ration (simulation game: on political decision ma-
king).

PART II: PROGRAM IN BERLIN
Diversity without majority. The new concept of im-
migration and anti-alarmist approaches (down-to-e-
arth projects in Berlin-Neukölln).

The truth about society: The Germany you always
wanted to live in. Politicians share their vision on a
multicultural society. (Talk with a representative of
the German government).

Keeping things together: participants develop pro-
ject modules for follow-up activities (creative tasks
for small groups).

SPONSORS:
The Federal Ministry on Youth and Family Affairs
(BMFSFJ)

The Federal Agency of Civic Education

LECTURER:

Dr. Marwan Kreidie Lecturer | Served as Commissioner
of the State Civil Service Committee, Founder of multi-
ple non-profits

PEDAGOGICAL STAFF:

Martin Kaiser Institutsleiter |
Politikwissenschaftler; langjährige Tätig-
keit in politischer Bildung, interkulturel-
lem Dialog und internationaler Arbeit; seit
1. Juni 2012 Leiter des Gustav Stresemann
Instituts

Tel.: (0 58 21) 9 55-11 1
E-Mail: martin.kaiser@gsi-bevensen.de


